
 

 

 

 

 

Regional Sandwich Placement 
  

 

The Savills Sandwich Placement Programme in our regional offices gives students the opportunity to gain a thorough 

understanding of the industry, market and Savills teams and clients, which counts towards their APC. In most of our regional 

offices all of the necessary experience is gained within one permanent team by working on a range of projects and alongside 

specialist teams within the company. There may also be the opportunity in certain offices to rotate between teams within the 

office. 

 

Commercial: Savills Commercial teams include Investment, Agency, Property Management, Retail, Valuation, Hotels and 

Lease Consultancy.  Commercial graduates are given the opportunity to gain experience in a range of specialisms to gain a 

thorough understanding of the industry, market and Savills teams and clients, which prepares them for APC and becoming a 

business professional. 

 

Planning and Development: Savills Planning and Development teams advise clients on a broad range of development 

including residential, commercial and mixed-use schemes.  Savills clients include landowners, developers, investors 

and the public sector and our work takes the form of agency, consultancy and valuation. In addition they often work 

closely with other specialist teams for example our student housing, healthcare, hotels and sustainability teams.  

 

Day to Day work 

“As a sandwich placement student there is no one typical day, from visiting a business rates tribunal on one day to inspecting 

an industrial park at the other end of the country the next. A sandwich placement student at Savills experiences every aspect 

of the property industry during their placement .” 

 

Benefits of a sandwich placement  

“One benefit of doing a sandwich placement is being able to experience your degree in action. We were often asked to read 

through leases at university which I now do almost every day. I know when I return to university I will have a greater depth of 

understanding about my course and hopefully this will benefit me. The placement could even lead to an early offer on the 

Graduate Programme.”  

 

Training  

Our training and development regime is one of the best in the property industry, and is geared towards enabling our people to 

reach their full potential. 

As a sandwich placement student, you'll also have regular opportunities to attend technical, business skills and personal 

development activities - including conferences, courses, lectures, networking and social events - which compliment both your 

practical experience and meet the theoretical requirements of your APC. 

 

What we’re looking for 

Ahead of anything else, we look for individualism and diversity in our graduate intake - so it's very important at every stage of 

the selection process that you take every opportunity to show us what you're really like. Be honest and above all, be yourself. 


